Cello Shots - livestream

*Don't Start Now* by Dua Lipa, arranged by Caroline Tally

*Slow Dancing In The Dark* by Joji, arranged by Nat Davidson

*No Time To Die* by Billie Eilish, arranged by Caroline Tally

*Halo* by Beyonce, arranged by Esther Kim

Cello Shots, from left to right

Grace Kim ‘23
Nat Davidson ‘22
Esther Kim ‘23
Michael Fallon ‘24
Tasan Smith-Gandy ‘24
Trudy Fadding ‘23
Georgia McClain ‘22
Ondine Jevremov ‘22
Nick Langel ‘23
Rachel Broweleit ‘24

**Thursday, November 12, 2020**

**8:00 p.m.**

*Livestream from Chapin Hall*

*Williams College*

*Williamstown, Massachusetts*